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Abstract:
In this paper, we propose an approach to extract information from HTML pages and to add semantic (XML) tags to them. Wrapping is an essential technique used to automatically extract information from Web sources. This paper describes both, a general approach based on rules, which can be used to automatically generate wrappers, and an assistant generator wrapper called WebMantic. We also provide some experimental results to show that both the rule generation process and the preprocessing task are fast and reliable.
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1 Introduction

In the future, Web documents will be based on the Semantic Web specifications and different related technologies (XML [1], XPath [4], or Web Services [9]) will be used. However, currently the Web provides a huge amount of unstructured and non-semantic information available for both, users, and automatic crawler programs. To build systems able to access the information stored in the HTML sources, wrappers are commonly used [15]. Wrappers are specialized programs that automatically extract data from documents and convert the information stored into a structured format. Three main functions need to be implemented in a Wrapper: First, they must be able to download HTML pages from a website. Second, they must search for, recognize, and extract the specified data. Third, they have to save this data in a suitably structured format to enable further manipulation. XML is very interesting to structure information, as it is, de-facto, the standard data format in recent Web specifications such as XHTML or SOAP [9] and therefore there are many tools that can use it [2, 5, 14, 17, 18].

Although the Web is evolving to build sites with structured and semantic information, these new kind of Web sites are meant to be deployed in business-to-business (B2B) scenarios. Therefore, most of users (and Web applications) will continue to access data in HTML format. Two main
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research fields have been involved in the process of extracting and managing the information stored on the Web [10]: Information Gathering (IG) [11, 16, 20] that integrates several different information sources with the aim of querying them as if they were a single information source, and Information Extraction (IE) [8, 12, 13, 22]. IE is the process, or processes, necessary to look for a desired piece of information (inside a particular document).

This paper presents both, a general approach based on rules [7], that can be used to automatically generate wrappers, and an assistant generator wrapper (called WebMantic) that builds the wrapper. Our approach allows us to create wrappers that obtain XML documents from HTML pages. We have defined a flexible filtering and preprocessing technique that allows us to translate some pieces of information, that contain the desired information, into a more understandable and semantic representation. Only the required portions of the page will be translated. Non-selected parts of the HTML document will be ignored. Finally, we will work under a reasonable limitation: only structured information, such as data stored in lists or tables, will be considered. Our simple algorithm allows us to generate some predefined rules that can be used to represent complex and nested structures in the Web page. This provides a simple solution to the complex problems of dealing with missing or unordered components in a structure (simply these components are filtered), and then extracting the information from very nested structures. The interaction with the users provides the structures that will be extracted. This adds flexibility to the extraction process because the user focuses on the target structure (or structures) of interest, and does not have to worry with the structure of the Web page that is analyzed by WebMantic. This is an important advantage of our approach.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the rules that are used to translate HTML documents into XML documents are described. In Section 3 our approach to the problem of wrapper generation is shown. Section 4 provides a description about how our wrapper generation technique can be applied in one actual Web site. Section 5 shows how the wrappers generated using WebMantic can be integrated into an information agent. In Section 6 some experimental results about time performance in the translation (from HTML to XML) process once the Semantic Generators are used is shown. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of the paper.

## 2 The Semantic Generators

We define a Semantic Generator, or $S_g$, as a set of rules ($HTML2XML$), that can be used to translate HTML documents into XML documents. A Semantic Generator ($S_g$), is built by several rules which transform a set of non-semantic HTML tags into a set of semantic XML tags. A semantic generator $S_g$ is able to transform a set of HTML structures into the desired XML format. A $S_g$ can be described like a non-empty set of $HTML2XML$ rules that verify the format shown in expression 1.

$$HTML2XML_i = <\text{header}> I S <\text{body}> \#num$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The header of the rule represents the HTML tag that will be preprocessed. For instance, if the tag $<\text{table}>$ appears in the header of the rule, all the tokens between this tag and the closing token $>$ will be removed (so the parameters inside this tag and their values will be ignored). Moreover, all the HTML tags inserted between the tags $<\text{table}>$ and $<\text{table}>$ will be also ignored. For instance, the next HTML code that represents a table cell:

```
<TD>
  <A href="javascript:sg(6678)" > <B> Madrid </B> </A>
</TD>
```
will be represented in the header of a HTML2XML rule as:

\[
\text{<table.tr.td> IS <My.XML_tag>}
\]

and the next XML instance will be obtained:

\[
\text{<My.XML_tag> Madrid </My.XML_tag>}
\]

When this cell is processed, the \(<\text{tr}>\), \(<\text{td}>\), \(<\text{Ahref}>\)... \(</\text{B}>\) tags, will be removed and only the textual information “Madrid” will be considered. The body of the rule corresponds to the XML (semantic) tag that will be used to translate the document. And finally, the parameter \(#\text{num}\) provides the number of HTML tags (in this example the number of possible cells with the same structure) that are affected by this rule (all the HTML2XML rules have a predefined value of 1). Figure 1 shows some examples of HTML2XML rules, that belong to a semantic generator (see Section 3.3) which is able to transform some table cells.

Figure 1: Some HTML2XML rules extracted from a Semantic Generator

The \(S_g\) can be applied in a particular Web page, or to a subset of pages with the same structure. The HTML2XML rules structure can be used to identify nested structures, so it is possible through the utilization of these rules to transform nested tables, or lists, into a more understandable (and easier to manage) structures.

3 The WebMantic approach

This section provides the description about three important issues: the architecture of a system that allows to obtain the semantic generators for a particular Web site, the algorithm used by this system to obtain them, and finally some simple examples to illustrate how these semantic generators can be generated.

3.1 The WebMantic architecture

We have implemented an application, named WebMantic, that is able to obtain the Semantic Generators and to translate a HTML page into a XML document using the related \(S_g\). Figure 2 shows the architecture of WebMantic. WebMantic modules are:

- **Tidy HTML parser** (http://tidy.sourceforge.net). It fixes bad-formed HTML documents (un-balanced tags, etc.). The HTML Tidy program (HTML parser and pretty printer) has been integrated as the first preprocessing module in WebMantic. It corrects common markup errors and outputs well formed HTML documents (using the traditional XML perspective).

- **Tree generator module.** Once the HTML page is preprocessed by the Tidy parser, a tree representation of the structures stored in the page is built. In this representation any table or list tags generates a node, and the leafs of the tree are: cells for tables (th,td,tr) or items for lists (li,lo). For instance, if we consider the rules from Figure 1 the tree generated is shown in Figure 3. This tree represents a table with a header (TABLE.TR.TH), and the four rows that are to be extracted (TABLE.TR.TD).
Figure 2: The WebMantic architecture.

Figure 3: Tree generated from a HTML page
• **HTML2XML: Rule generator module.** The tree representation obtained is used by this module to generate a set of rules \( S_g \) that represent the information to be translated and what structures inside the page will be ignored, and the XML tags that have been defined by the user (or loaded directly from a file that stores the XML tags). Figure 4 shows the relation between the HTML tree generated by the previous module and the XML tags.

![Figure 4: Relation between the HTML tree and the XML-tags provided by the user](image)

Using both, the HTML tree and the XML tags, this module generates the following HTML2XML rules:

```xml
<table> IS <table-countries>
<table.tr> IS <>
<table.tr.th> IS <>
<table.tr> IS <data-record> #4
<table.tr.td> IS <country> #4
<table.tr> IS <data-record>
<table.tr.td> IS <country>
<table.tr> IS <data-record>
<table.tr.td> IS <country>
```

• **Subsumption module.** The previous module generates a rule for each structure to be transformed. However, some of those rules can be generalized if the XML-tag represents the same concept. (i.e. the rules in previous example that represent the concepts of \(< data-record >\) and \(< country >\)). The minimum set of rules necessary to transform the document is obtained:

```xml
<table> IS <table-countries>
<table.tr> IS void
<table.tr.th> IS void
<table.tr.td> IS <data-record> #4
<table.tr.td> IS <country> #4
```

• **XML Parser module.** This module receives both, the Semantic Generator obtained in previous module, and the (well formed) HTML document. This module generates the XML document as follows:

- The header of the XML document is automatically written in a file.
- The rules of the Semantic Generator are sequentially executed to preprocess each structure inside the HTML document.
3.2 The Semantic Generator Algorithm

The WebMantic application follows the next steps to obtain the $S_g$, and finally generates the XML document from a particular HTML page:

1. An HTML page to be translated is provided (by the user) to WebMantic. A preliminary preprocessing of the HTML document is done by the Tidy parser, so a well formed HTML page is obtained.

2. Tables and lists are sequentially located inside the page. The HTML document is sequentially processed and a HTML tree is built where every node represents a HTML tag. For each tag inside the structure the related XML-tag is requested from the user (the user must interact with the application). If no XML-tag is provided a predefined value is used. If the user does not need a particular list or table, it will be marked as "void". This value is used to remove this structure in the transformation process. Once the HTML document is completely processed a tree structure is generated that represents all the possible structures that can be gathered from this HTML document (or other documents following the same structure).

3. From the HTML tree, a set of HTML2XML rules are generated using the previous interaction with the user. Therefore, if a particular piece of information is not desired by the user, this rule will be marked as “void”.

4. For these rules a subsumption (generalization) process is carried out. This process allows to minimize the number of rules needed to translate the target structures. The new semantic generator $S'_g$ verify that $S'_g \subset S_g$. The algorithm used to minimize the number of semantic generators can be summarized as:

   - 4.1. For each rule that represents a target structure (table or list) in the $S_g$, it looks for all the rules with the same header until a different header is found.
   - 4.2. Those rules that have the same header and body are removed.
   - 4.3. This process is repeated for all rules until no more rules can be removed.

After all this processing, a minimum set of HTML2XML rules is obtained. In other words, the semantic generator $S_g$ for this page is built. Using this $S_g$, WebMantic filters the HTML page (that previously has been preprocessed by Tidy) parsing the marked (desired) information by the user into an XML document. The other structures in the page that have been marked as void, will be ignored in the parsing process. This $S_g$ can be used for other pages with the same structure (typically, many Web servers provide information in different pages, but identically structured).

3.3 Obtaining Semantic Generators for Simple HTML Documents

The following simple example is provided to show how a Semantic Generator is able to provide semantics generating a new XML document from an HTML document. Figure 5 shows both, the HTML output and the code, for a simple Web page which contains two (unordered and ordered) lists of items. Let us suppose that the information to be extracted is stored in the first list and the information stored in the second ones is not desired.

Let us suppose that the user wants to transform the previous HTML document into the next XML structure:

```xml
<country-list>
   <country>Germany</country>
   <country>Ireland</country>
</country-list>
```
Initially, using the previous HTML document (Figures 5), WebMantic scans sequentially the HTML document and, for every structure (list), it asks the user for their XML tags. The next set of rules will be generated:

\[
\text{LISTS: } S_{g1} \\
\langle ul \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country-list} \rangle \\
\langle ul.li \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country} \rangle \#1 \\
\langle ul.li \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country} \rangle \#1 \\
\langle ul.li \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country} \rangle \#1 \\
\langle ul.li \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country} \rangle \#1 \\
\langle ul \rangle \text{ is void } \#1 \\
\]

The \( S_{g1} \) generated is responsible to transform the information. In the example, only the first list will be translated, and the second ones will be removed. The \( S_{g1} \) is built using six HTML/XML rules, the rule with the value “void” is used to mark the second list as removable. Once the subsumption algorithm is carried out by WebMantic, the previous set of rules are simplified to:

\[
\text{LISTS: } S_{g1} \\
\langle ul \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{list} \rangle \#1 \\
\langle ul.li \rangle \text{ IS } \langle \text{country} \rangle \#4 \\
\langle ul \rangle \text{ is void } \#1 \\
\]
This simple example shows how the subsumption process allows to obtain the minimum number of rules necessary to build a new XML document which only stores the target information.

4 The WebMantic Assistant Tool

This section provides a description of the visual interface provided by WebMantic to parse and transform HTML documents, and one application example of the assistant tool in actual Web site.

4.1 WebMantic Graphical User Interface

WebMantic provides a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows the user to analyze any HTML document. The WebMantic is made of three frames: the frame for user interaction; the frame to display the rules; and the third frame implemented using the Clue Web browser\(^2\) (see Figure 6).

![WebMantic GUI](image)

Figure 6: Graphical User Interface provided by WebMantic.

The assistant tool allows to test and execute the rules obtained before the semantic generator is deployed. Finally, the button XML in the menu allows to generate the XML file from the HTML example page using the rules generated, and the button Rules allows to store the rules in a file.

4.2 Applying WebMantic in Actual Web Sites

Here, as an example we will apply our approach to actual Web page. We have studied three different kind of representative Web sites, namely population Web site, transport Web site and weather Web...

\(^2\)Actually we are using the Clue WBC 4.2 version, http://www.netcluesoft.com/
site, that provide useful information in a semi-structured way. The detailed experimental results are described as a separate section. From all different transport Web sites, Iberia Airline (http://www.iberia.com) was selected as a representative company that provides a flight Web service:

4.2.1 Iberia Airflight Web Site

This Web site corresponds to an actual transport company. These kind of sites typically answer user queries for a particular transport service. The server answers with a Web page, that contains the requested information. Figures 7 (a) and (b), show both a user’s request for a Madrid-London flight (a), and the XML desired target (b)\(^3\). In this example the table that stores the data about the possible flights will be the target information.

Figure 7: HTML example from the Iberia Airflight Web site (a), and the XML target transformation (b).

From the previous example, we can see some of the HTML\textsubscript{2}XML generated rules to obtain the information:

\[\ldots\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IS} & \quad \text{<iberia-flights>} \quad \text{#1} \\
\text{IS} & \quad \text{<flight>} \quad \text{#6}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^3\)This XML output corresponds to the HTML processed document by WebMantic
5 Integration of Semantic Generators into an Information Agent

The work shown in this paper stems from the authors experiences in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) applied to Web domains [6]. Our goal is to solve some problems that usually appear in wrapper agents that extract information from Web sites. These agents are hard to maintain due to the volatility of the Web sources (data and/or format of the HTML documents change frequently). The underlying idea, is to isolate into two independent modules the wrapper ability of those agents:

- **Wrapper Module**. This module allows to translate into an standard format (i.e. XML) the (desired) portions of the HTML document given by a particular Web Site.

- **Extraction Module**. The extraction module will be used to extract the target information from a XML document. This module will use XML technologies, like DOM (Document Object Model: http://www.w3.org/DOM/), or XPath (XML Path Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath) to extract the information.

Figure 8 (a) shows a representation for a traditional Wrapper (information) agent, and how this type of agent receives a question (from other agents or users) and taking the information stored in the request, is used to access, retrieve, and extract automatically the information from one or several known Web sites. Figure 8 (b) represents the same information agent when its wrapper ability is divided into the two previous modules.

In order to illustrate how the ideas in this paper could be used, we have integrated the Semantic Generators into several information agents that belongs to a Multi-Agent framework named MAPWeb. MAPWeb [6] (Multi-Agent Planning in the Web) is a general MAS information gathering architecture that integrates planning and Web information gathering agents.

6 Experimental Results

We have carried out an experimental evaluation of WebMantic in order to know how it performs in practice. Several information agents have been implemented and the Semantic Generators necessary to wrap three actual Web sites have been generated. One of such Web sites was described in Section 4.2. We have selected three different types of Web sites:

- **Population Web site**. Twenty pages about population in different countries were selected from the City Population site.

- **Airflight Web site**. Twenty different consults about flights were obtained using Iberia Airlines Web site.
Figure 8: (a) Standard wrapper process. (b) Wrapper process divided in two related subprocesses.

Table 1: Experimental evaluation of WebMantic using several Web sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Site</th>
<th>N. pages</th>
<th>N. Structs</th>
<th>Max. nested</th>
<th>N. of rules</th>
<th>Time ( S_g )</th>
<th>Transf. time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>0.0755</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airflight</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>205.2</td>
<td>0.3107</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>310.0</td>
<td>0.3522</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Weather Web site.** Twenty consults about the weather in different cities were stored and analysed from Yahoo! Weather site.

The following quantities have been measured:

1. Number of pages tested from each Web site.

2. Number of accessible structures. This parameter is used to show the number of structures stored in the pages that can be translated (and therefore retrieved) by WebMantic.

3. Maximum nested structure. It measures how complex is the most nested structure inside the Web document.

4. Average number of \( HTM L_2XML \) rules for each Semantic Generator \( (S_g) \), once the subsumption process has finished. This quantity is related to the two previous ones.

5. Average time (seconds) to generate the \( S_g \) (Time \( S_g \)), after the user has provided the semantics (i.e. the XML tags).

6. Average time (seconds) to translate from HTML to XML for the set of training pages (transformation time).

From the experimental results shown in Table 1, several conclusions can be drawn:

- WebMantic is able to look automatically for information inside real, highly nested, visualization oriented HTML documents.
• The time necessary to build the HTML2XML rules is small (about 0.35 seconds in the worst case). The number of rules is proportional to the nested level of the tables. There is one case where this seems to be wrong. The Airflight and Weather sites have depth 8 and 205.2 rules vs. depth 5.43 and 310.0 rules. This is due to the actual information visualization for each Web site.

• The time to translate the HTML documents is not very high. The worst case (2.49 seconds) is for the population pages, even though only ten rules are involved.

Finally, both the hand-made wrappers and the wrappers implemented through the utilization of the Semantic Generators have been compared using an information agent. Table 2 shows the experimental results of this comparison.

Table 2: Comparison between hand-made and WebMantic wrappers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WebAgent</th>
<th>hand-made (sec.)</th>
<th>WebMantic-S_g (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iberia</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo-Weather</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results from Table 2 show that there is some overload in processing when Semantic Generators are used, but the differences are not significative, at least compared to other delays due to collapsed networks, overloaded servers, etc. In any case, Semantic Generators’ processing time can be improved if some parsing processes like the Tidy process are not necessary.

7 Conclusions

This paper has presented an approach to wrapping semi-structured Web pages, the interaction with the user allows to build up XML-based wrappers that finally can be integrated into information agents. The main contribution of this paper is to define a technique which is able to provide a semantic representation (using XML-tags) to semi-structured (tables and lists) Web pages through a set of rules (encapsulated in a Semantic Generator). Our approach has two important advantages. On one hand, it is possible to use other XML related technologies like XSLT, SAX, XPath, or XQuery, to retrieve, gather, and manage the information (once it has been translated into XML). On the other hand, our wrappers provide robustness and adaptability to those agents that are involved in extraction or gathering processes. Currently, our technique uses the semantics provided by the user (or from a file). However we think that it will be simple to extend our approach to provide semantics using standardized ontologies and also other related techniques like Machine Learning (e.g. Genetic Algorithms [3], or inductive supervised algorithms [19, 21]) could be used to improve the S_g generation process.
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